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Programme 

Preliminary remarks and presentation of the speakers 

Hinnerk Bruhns (Friends of FMSH) 

The Villa Vigoni trilateral workshops programme 

• How the programme was born 

Hinnerk Bruhns (Friends of FMSH), Niklas Hebing (DFG) 

• Evolution of the programme and current stakes for the three institutionnal 

partners who conduct and support it.  

Niklas Hebing (DFG), Falk Bretschneider (FMSH), Christiane 

Liermann (Villa Vigoni) 

• How the workshops are organised at Villa Vigoni : from theory to 

practice  

Francesca Zilio (Villa Vigoni) 

The trilateral workshops as seen and experimented by scholars who have 

led one of them at Villa Vigoni 

  Looking at working practices, difficulties, short term and long term results, the 

question of languages (the workshop relies upon Italian, German and French 

languages as a basic principle), suggestions… 

• Workshop : La diffusion des religions « orientales » dans les mondes grec 

et romain. Corinne Bonnet (Université de Toulouse-Jean Jaurès) 

 

• Workshop : Paul Celan in Europa : trinationale Perspektiven auf 

philologische Traditionen und Konflikte 

Christoph König (Universität Osnabrück) 

 



• Workshop : Georg Simmel – Aspects de la recherche transdisciplianires 

dans les sciences sociales et culturelles  

Denis Thouard (EHESS, Paris / Marc Bloch Centre, Berlin) 

• Workshop : Inclusione linguistica dei rifugiati e migranti in Italia, Francia 

e Germania : Analisi e confronto 

Susanne Lippert (Università Roma Tre), Barbara Köpke (Université de 

Toulouse-Jean Jaurès), Angelika Redder (Universität Hamburg) 

General debate 

conducted by Jean-Luc Racine (Friends of FMSH): Interrogating the 

cooperation programmes in Humanities and Social Sciences today.  

Conclusion 

Marta Craveri, Head of FMSH international programmes 

Remark : Faithful to the principe upon which the Vigoni trilateral workshops 

are conducted, the roundtable was not conducted in English. Translation of the 

general presentations have been offered here for the sake of readers of English, 

except for the four workshop examples, whose original titles have been kept. 
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